Journeys Topic lesson 5
Making a boat

Before Half Term, you explored materials suitable for making a boat. Now I want you to design your boat (you will be making it next topic lesson). It must be able to hold a passenger such as a playfigure, toy animal, counter or lego brick.

You can be as creative as you like. You could even look at some of the other class pages – KS2 have made canal boats, and Year 1 have made deck chairs! You can use any resources you like, as long as you can get hold of them! Google has many, many ideas if you are struggling to come up with your own.

1. Draw your design
2. Label it include what material you will use
3. Write a list of equipment/resources you will need.

Your sheet could look like this:

My Boat

Room for my cargo

Sail so I can blow it and make my boat move.

Made from paper

What I need:

Paper